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I recently attended the Newport Beach Planning Commission meeting where the draft environmental
impact report for the Banning Ranch development was approved ("Planners send review onward,"
March 24).
This was hardly a surprise given the current city management's unrelenting focus on pushing this
development through and the commission's makeup, where newest member Tim Brown had already
blogged before his appointment to the commission that the proposed development of the 400-acre
parcel was a win-win for the city of Newport Beach and that the open space initiative by the citizens
should be ignored.
Unless you are one of the few, like the Newport Banning Ranch LLC or anyone else lining their
pockets with the large amount of money this development will generate, there is nothing about this
proposal that is a win-win. This is not another welcome and productive addition to Newport as was
Newport Coast.
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The addition of 1,735 new residences, the preponderance of
which are high-density, three-story condos, will mean
excavation of millions of tons of highly toxic soil from the old
oil fields, 10 years of nonstop construction with noise, dust,
congestion and the corresponding negative impact on existing
property values. There is nothing about this development
plan that could be considered a win for Newport and certainly
not for Costa Mesa.
Just the traffic implications are a nightmare, especially in
light of the formal cancellation of the 19th Street bridge in
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Costa Mesa ("OCTA removes bridge from plan," March 13).
The traffic has to either use Superior Avenue, Pacific Coast
Highway or surface streets in Costa Mesa, all of which are
already congested.
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Estimates are that if this development is allowed to go
forward as planned, it will add about 4,300 cars to the area
with some 34,000 trips per day, not including additional
traffic from the hotel and accompanying strip mall. The cost
in time and frustration will add to the commuting misery for
all residents, making each day like a summer weekend.
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This development as proposed will increase Newport's
population by almost 10% while providing no funding for
additional schools, police, fire or other critical city support
services. Newport Beach residents will have their essential city
services diluted, which will raise costs in the long term.
Throw into the mix that one of the last large tracts of open land along the coast from here to San
Diego is going to become a high-density community and a glorified strip mall, it just doesn't make
sense.
Newport Beach residents have made it clear on several initiatives over the last decade that the
preference is for Banning Ranch to be used as a park and open space.
At one time, I supported a limited and modest development of this parcel, but after careful
examination, this development as it currently stands is not acceptable. I urge all Newport Beach
residents to take a close look at what is proposed, forewarned is fair-warned.
This is a quality of life issue for all Newport and Costa Mesa residents. This development will present
nothing but headaches and problems for every citizen to deal with long after the developers have
made their money and left.
GARY REASONER is a Newport Beach resident.
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fattyboup at 9:13 PM April 05, 2012
1. The proposed development at Banning Ranch is OVER TWICE AS LARGE AND FOUR
TIMES AS DENSE as anything ever built along along the OC Coast in recent memory. It
plans for nearly as many homes as all of Newport Coast, on a parcel about 1/10th the size of
Newport Coast. It is a super-sized mega development on steroids!
2. At nearly 1400 homes and 3000 people, it is, in effect, a small town. It is the absolute
largest project allowed under the General Plan.
3. It its current state, Banning Ranch has a thriving wildlife population (including
endangered species and species of special concern). It is truly natures' last stand in this area.
The addition of 3000 people onto this small mesa will simply overwhelm the current wildlife
and destroy the habitat (not to mention create traffic nightmares for the surrounding
neighborhoods).
4. The Banning Ranch Conservancy's vision will result in a superior public open space, park
and coastal nature preserve involving ALL of Banning Ranch, at a lower cost and in a more
timely manner than the developers' plan. A wonderful legacy to leave our children!
5. We need your help! Please join the Banning Ranch Conservancy.
www.banningranchconservancy.org or call 714-719-2148
Avenging Eagle at 3:48 PM April 05, 2012
Does the Coastal Commission need to weigh in on this? Can't imagine they'd sign off on it,
and that's a good thing. Keep the 19th Street bridge off the master plan!
DorothyKraus at 3:44 PM April 05, 2012
For those of you who think Banning Ranch is a 'degraded' parcel of land, you can thank the
owners and developers of Banning Ranch who continue to mow and roto-till the entire
property well beyone the 100' fire safety buffer. Their objective is to kill everything out
there so that more people like Mr. Ellis buy into the 'degraded' nature of the property, and
thus justify this very bad development. Banning Ranch is a flourishing ecosystem that would
better serve Newport Beach and its surrounding communities as open space. Dorothy Kraus,
Newport Beach
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